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> Public, regional community college offering two-year associate degrees  
as well as continuing education courses  

> Multiple campuses and centers across southern Maryland 
> Well over 100 offerings 
> Serving over 26,000 students annually

About College of Southern Maryland



About VisionPoint
> Established in March 2001 & located in Raleigh, NC with team of 16 
> Specialize in marketing consultation and execution in higher ed 
> Serve: Large & Small; Public & Private; Grad, Post-Grad, Undergrad, 

Community College 
> U Maryland, UVA, Virginia Tech, Johns Hopkins, NC State, etc. 
> Focus on what’s right for our clients (no ‘one size fits all’ approach) 
> Speak nationally & regionally on HE marketing at CASE, AMA, eduWeb, etc.



Setting Expectations
This should be fun 
You should learn something
Applies to all CC WDD projects (not just CSM)
Lots to cover (we might talk really fast)
Casual: ask questions / interrupt



What about you? 
Why did you choose this session? 

What are you hoping to learn?
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First, a look back
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Why we needed a site



Why we needed a site



How we got support +  
navigating the RFP Process
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Choosing a partner



What we looked for in an external partner
> Deep experience in higher ed (Why is it important that they ‘get’ 

higher ed?) 
> Ability to be a true partner (ex: work with CMS vendor) 
> Ability to manage large committees 
> Ability to build consensus 
> Being completely transparent 
> Ability to make the right thing happen even in the face of politics 

and ‘ignorance’ (ability to play the bad guy when needed) 
> People who our team ‘clicks’ with (friendly, good listeners, etc)
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The results



























LESSONS 
LEARNED 
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6The top six challenges
you’re likely to face
during a large-scale

WDD project in a
community college. . .
and how to address

them.
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Common WDD Challenges
1. Understanding your audience

2. WAY too much content

3. Getting users to the RIGHT offering

4. We’re all (kind of) unique!

5. Inter-Jargonmania

6. Making it last
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1Understanding your audience 
(Who am I targeting/talking to/trying to reach? )

CHALLENGE 1



Community College Target Audience
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Struggling to address 
audiences on the web



≈





How we addressed it:  
Know thy audience!
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Listening Tour







Personas



A website user persona is a fictional character that represents 
a set of real users (user groups) of a website. The persona 
should represent the goals, attitudes (toward the institution, 
technology, etc), demographics, and general behavior 
patterns of a real group of website users.

What is a Website Persona?
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Typical Community College Personas (User Groups)

> Degree Students (both Prospective and Current Students) 

> Continuing Education - Training 

> Continuing Education - Life Enrichment 

> Distance Education 

> Parents 

> Faculty & Staff 

> Alumni 
> Corporate Partners 

> The Community at Large 
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Cynthia Marcom (65 Years Old)

Current Student > Life Enrichment

Family Situation Wife to Robert, one married daughter (34), two grandchildren (5 and 2)

Occupation Retired music teacher

Annual Income 35,000

Internet Behavior Email (heavy), search engines (Google, Yahoo), on-site search (rare)

Devices Personal laptop

Tech savviness 2 stars (out of 5)

Uses the  
website for:

Arts schedules, calendars, multimedia, Campus hours, Faculty lists and 
contact

> After teaching music for 35 years at a local high school, Cynthia retired in 2005.  

> She spent some time traveling but started to miss her involvement in the arts.  

> Cynthia used Google to search for performing theatre options in the area. She found information on CC’s Senior Star 

Showcase program section of the website.  

> Familiar with CCBC Essex’s location and the course catalog she’s been receiving from them for years, Cynthia enrolled 

in the program in Spring 2006 and has been involved ever since.  

> She has even been helping with show publicity and she’d like to use the CCBC website to promote the opening night 

performances and boost attendance. 
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User Goals



Life Enrichment Group Goals

> Research times and locations of classes 

> Determine enrollment procedures 

> Research tuition and costs of programs 

> Find information on programs 

> Read about events happening on campus that they may  
want to attend 

> Learn about other classes in which they might enroll 

> Access Student Services

Aggregate goals for this group

Cynthia Marcom (65 Years Old) 

Current Student > Life Enrichment
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Alumni Goals

> Use career service opportunities 

> Find benefits and discounts 

> Keep up with news and events 

> Join the Alumni Association 

> Donate to various causes and scholarships 

> Reconnect with classmates

Aggregate goals for this group

Bishmal Hamal (24 Years Old) 

Alumni
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Where are  
the family  
programs?

I want to  
become  
a nurse. 

How do I pay 
for my son to 

attend college?

What are 
the library 

hours?

How can I get 
involved with the 

community?

I want to run 
my business 

better. Can 
you help?



2WAY too much content 
(What the heck do I do with ALL THIS CONTENT?! )

CHALLENGE 2





How we addressed it…
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Audit website content; 
Identify “ROT” Content & 
Reorganize the Sitemap 









Rewrote high-impact pages





An ongoing process
> Ongoing / Deep-dive content audit

> Determine what stays and what goes

> Prioritize what needs to be rewritten or edited
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3Getting users to the  
RIGHT offering 

(We offer a LOT here. How do we show off all we do,  
YET get the right people to the right offering?)

CHALLENGE 3





How we addressed it…
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Catch users at their 
entrance point and get them 

to the right content. 

















4We’re all (kind of) unique 
(Monolithic brand or free for all?)

CHALLENGE 4





How we addressed it…
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Pull everyone under one 
visual umbrella with slight 

variations
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Juxtapose real photography 
with consistent design
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Balance: All offerings & 
campuses are equally 

valued
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5Inter-Jargonmania 
(Our audience doesn’t know what the heck we’re talking about)

CHALLENGE 5



FastTrack
Workkeys

Workforce Development
Personal Enrichment

Adult Education

Continuing Education

Center for Energy Training

Non-Credit Articulation Agreements

Skills2Compete

Career Starters
Community Education
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JARGON IS EVIL
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NOT
“I want to go to college”

“I want to register for a 
curriculum course at the 

Waldorf Center for Higher 
Education”
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How we addressed it…
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Removed jargon throughout 
sitemap
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Educate the user











6Making it last 
(How do we protect our investment?)

CHALLENGE 6



This was a big investment, as it is for most 
institutions. The challenge will be protecting that 

investment now that the website is live. 
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Website Governance 
Your institution’s structure  

of people, process and policies  
to maintain and manage  
your website over time.
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The 5Rs *

* Special thanks to Candi Harrison: http://candioncontent.blogspot.com

Roles1 Responsibilities2 Relationships3

Rules4 Review5
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Recap & Takeaways
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> Understand your audience: LISTEN to your audience; document their 
goals; translate goals to the website 

> Too much content: Get others involved early in eliminating ROT content 

> Get users to the RIGHT offering: Present your offerings in a way that 
clearly distinguishes them from one another 

> We’re all (kind of) unique: Present unique personalities under one 
cohesive umbrella brand 

> Inter-jargonmania: Communicate with your audience in a language 
THEY understand and connect with 

> Making it last: Institute a governance plan that incorporates the “5Rs”

Key Takeaways
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Thank you!
If you’d like a copy of this presentation, give us your card. 

follow College of Southern Maryland:  @CSMHeadlines  
follow VisionPoint Marketing:  @vispoint @zhhender 


